High Security Solutions

Don’t let thieves design
your customer experience

MECHANICALLY ROBUST

INTELLIGENT ALARMING

FULLY SCALABLE PRODUCT

CONSTRUCTION

TECHNOLOGY

PLATFORMS

Designed to withstand
aggressive physical attacks
from hand-pulling to kicks
and tool strikes.

Electronic sensors throughout
displays trigger audible signals
at any disconnection or
physical breach.

Easily modify configurations to
increase or decrease security to
suit environment demands.
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High Security Solutions

InVue’s high security solutions provide powerful security that
return control and safety back into the hands of the store.
Handheld Electronics
Protect valuable phones and tablets with InVue’s OneKEY compatible OnePOD high security display
stands. A clean, consistent design houses a range of security levels to choose from.
ONEPOD

Industry-leading steel construction stand and sensor. Options for a high security recoiler, complete
lock down in a fixed position, 4-way unibody security arms, and quick release for nightly merchandise
removal.

Smartwatches
Protection for smartwatches and wearables. Create engaging displays with superior protection and
built-in charging. InVue’s solutions for smartwatches and wearables provide an optimal customer
experience, without sacrificing security.
ONEPOD WEARABLES & HSW100

OnePOD Wearable’s open hoop design houses a recoiler
that maintains security without obstructing the product
experience. HSW100 is a heavy-duty stand with a clean,
low-profile design that reduces theft access points. This
powerful stand offers scalable security that won’t affect
the overall display.

High-Value Displays
Secure protection for a wide range of merchandise on display.
ZIPS

The versatile Zips solution can withstand 150lbs of pull force
and is the most flexible option for powered and non-powered
merchandise. Available with high-security sensors and brackets,
as well as a choice of alarm units.
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High Security Solutions

InVue solutions encourage customer engagement, while
protecting from aggressive theft attempts.
Secure Storage
Fast access to merchandise allows your employees to better service customers and increase sales.
SMART LOCKS

Together with OneKEY, InVue’s Smart Lock solutions ensure worry-free, self-latching protection for
locked cabinet and drawer merchandise. Lock options can be fully protected to be pick resistant,
andmounted on wood, glass, metal or acrylic.

Data and Analytics
Harness powerful analytics to decrease internal theft and
improve profits by knowing who did what, where and when.
ACCESS MANAGER

With the power of the OneKEY, Access Manager can analyze
lock interactions and used to pinpoint internal and external theft
events, assist with merchandising and product placement and
better understand associate productivity across retail stores and
departments.

High security solutions are part of the exclusive InVue
OneKEY ecosystem™, a storewide single key solution
that improves customer service, increases sales and
provides high theft protection.
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